DIRECTIONS: Review the vocabulary words in bold and their definitions in the paired texts “The Boy Who Couldn't Smile”/“1,000 Reasons to Smile.” The Vocabulary Slideshow offers additional help with learning the meanings of these words. Then check your understanding by completing the sentences below. Make sure each sentence shows that you know the meaning of the word in bold.

1. The sailors had to **abandon** their ship when ____________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________.

2. A **misshapen** orange might have _________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________.

3. A waiter might look on **helplessly** if a diner accidentally __________________________________
   ______________________________________________________.

4. The **charity** is trying to raise enough money to ________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________.

5. A **cleft** rock would be _____________________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________.

6. The girl stared **glumly** out the window because ______________________________________
   ______________________________________________________.

7. The soccer players felt like they had been **cursed** after __________________________________
   ______________________________________________________.